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                                        29.02.2024
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                                    The VCP took me and 4 other veterans to Brecon, we went cycling, eat together and enjoyed the view's we had forgotten, it was amazing getting back together with people that are the same. An amazing weekend and would do it again at the drop of a hat, Thank you all at the VCP.
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                                    Veterans Contact Point

                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    Recently at tanks trucks and firepower show. 7AM in the morning the whole site was rudely awakened to American bugle over loud speakers. Followed by extremely loud music. When some complained and asked for it to be turned down. The representatives of this charity got very abusive and angry.  Eventually it was turned down. If these are an example of this charity. Find a different one. Also question why they need very expensive music system and how it was paid for. Absolute disgusting behaviour.  Also don't reply to any emails of complaint. Not a good example of the veteran's community. Better charity's are available
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                                    The Veterans Contract Point otherwise know as the VCP is a professional charity run by veteran volunteers. Peer support with a welcoming cup of tea or coffee on arrival.
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                                    What a great work VCP Nuneaton is doing! Mr Jeff and Mr Tom always helped us,  help with our housing situation and tried to accommodate according to our needs. They were always extra helpful to support us!  I believe it was not possible without Mr Jeff's help to sort out our stressful situation. I strongly believe no Veteran should suffer. Thank you!! Kind regards!!
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                                    Very Welcoming going above and beyond to help understands of Armed Forces Members brew and banter is good
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                                    Excellent experience for me good to meet up with other veterans A+
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